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ABSTRACT

Utilizing a stack cache in a real-time system can aid predictability by avoiding interference between accesses to regular data and stack data. While loads and stores are guaranteed cache hits, explicit operations are required to manage the stack cache. The (timing) behavior of these operations depends on the cache occupancy, which has to be bounded during timing analysis. The precision of the computed occupancy bounds naturally impacts the precision of the timing analysis. In this work, we compare the precision of stack cache occupancy bounds computed by two different approaches: (1) classical inter-procedural data-flow analysis and (2) a specialized stack cache analysis (SCA). Our evaluation, using MiBench benchmarks, shows that the SCA technique usually provides more precise occupancy bounds.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
F.3.2 [Logics and Meanings of Programs]: Semantics of Programming Languages—Program analysis; C.3 [Special-Purpose and Application-Based Systems]: Real-time and embedded systems
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1. INTRODUCTION

To meet the timing constraints in systems with hard deadlines, the worst-case execution time (WCET) of software needs to be bounded. Many features of modern processor architectures, such as caches, improve the average performance, but have an adverse effect on WCET analysis. Time-predictable computer architectures [7] thus propose alternative designs that are easier to analyze, particularly focusing on the memory hierarchy [5, 6]. One such design is the stack cache [1, 8], i.e., a cache for stack data complementing a regular data cache. This promises improved analysis precision, since unknown access addresses can no longer interfere with stack accesses (and vice versa). Secondly, the stack cache design is simple and thus easy to analyze [4].

The cache can be implemented using a circular buffer using two pointers: the memory top pointer MT and the stack top pointer ST. The ST points to the top element of the stack and data between ST and MT is present only in the cache. The remaining data above MT is available only in main memory. In contrast to traditional caches, memory accesses are guaranteed hits and the compiler (programmer) is responsible to enforce that all stack data is present in the cache when needed using three stack control instructions: reserve (sres), free (sfree), and ensure (sens). The worst-case (timing) behavior of these instructions only depends on the worst-case spilling and filling of sres and sens respectively, which can be bounded by computing the maximum and minimum cache occupancy [4], i.e., the value of MT−ST. Stack cache occupancy bounds, and the associated spill/fill costs can be computed using the recently proposed Stack Cache Analysis (SCA) [4]. The approach splits the analysis problem into several smaller steps, using context-insensitive data-flow analyses to capture function-local properties and longest/shortest path searches on the call graph to model calling contexts. An alternative solution would be to simply model the problem as a traditional inter-procedural data-flow analysis (IDFA) [2]. This appears simpler to implement, as the various steps of SCA are modeled in a single concise analysis. However, the impact on analysis precision has not been investigated so far. Indeed, overestimating the occupancy can increase the spill costs associated with sres instructions, while underestimating the occupancy can increase the fill costs of sens instructions. This work thus compares the precision of the two analysis approaches with respect to the attained max./min. occupancy bounds.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides some background related to the stack cache as well as static program analysis. We then present the two approaches to analyze the occupancy bounds for the stack cache. The analyses are evaluated in Section 4 before concluding.

2. BACKGROUND

The stack cache is implemented as a ring buffer with two pointers [1]: stack top (ST) and memory top (MT). The top of the stack is represented by ST, which points to the address of all stack data either stored in the cache or in main memory. MT points to the top element that is stored only in main memory. The stack grows towards lower addresses. The difference MT−ST (occupancy) represents the amount of occupied space in the stack cache, which cannot exceed the size of the cache’s memory |SC|, thus 0≤MT−ST≤|SC|.

1We assume that the stack grows towards lower addresses.
The stack control instructions manipulate the two stack pointers and initiate memory transfers to/from the cache to main memory, while preserving the equation from above. A brief summary is given below, details are available in [1].

\( \text{ares } k \): Subtract \( k \leq |SC| \) from \( \text{ST} \). If the cache size is exceeded, a memory spill is initiated to decrement \( \text{MT} \) until \( \text{MT} - \text{ST} \leq |SC| \).

\( \text{sfree } k \): Add \( k \leq |SC| \) to \( \text{ST} \). If this would result in \( \text{MT} < \text{ST} \), the set is \( \text{MT} \) is not set. Memory is not accessed.

\( \text{sens } k \): Ensure that the occupancy is larger than \( k \leq |SC| \). If this is not the case, a memory fill is incremented until \( \text{MT} - \text{ST} \geq k \).

The compiler manages the stack frames of functions quite similar to other architectures with exception of the ensure instructions. For brevity, we assume a simplified placement of these instructions. Stack frames are allocated upon entering a function (\( \text{ares} \)) and freed immediately before returning (\( \text{sfree} \)). A function’s stack frame might be (partially) evicted from the cache during calls. Ensure instructions (\( \text{sens} \)) are thus placed immediately after each call. We also restrict functions to only access their own stack frames.²

### 2.1 Data-Flow Analysis

Data-flow analysis (DFA) is used to gather information about a program without executing it. A DFA is a tuple \( A = (D, T, \sqcap) \), where \( D \) is an abstract domain (e.g., values of stack pointers), transfer functions \( T : D \rightarrow D \) in \( T \) model the impact of individual instructions \( i \) on the domain, and \( \sqcap : D \times D \rightarrow D \) is a join operator. Together with a CFG an instance of an (inter-procedural) DFA can be formed, yielding a set of data-flow equations. The join operator \( \sqcap \) and transfer function \( T \) are instantiated to form \( \text{IN}(i) \) and \( \text{OUT}(i) \) functions, which are associated with an instruction \( i \) and represent values over \( D \). The resulting (recursive) equations are finally solved by iteratively evaluating these functions until a fixed-point is reached [2].

**Inter-procedural** analyses additionally consider the call relations between functions. In this case, additional data-flow equations are constructed modeling function calls and returns [2]. Often these analyses are context-sensitive, i.e., the analyses distinguish between (bounded) chains of functions calls. Such a chain of nested function calls is then called a call string, which defines a calling context that can be distinguished from other parts of the program calling the same function. Call strings typically have a length limit. The longer the call strings, the higher the ability to distinguish different contexts. Consequently, the analysis results are more precise. Increasing the call string length may also increase the computation complexity and the required memory footprint since additional data-flow equations are created for each context. A call string length of zero corresponds to a context insensitive data-flow analysis.

### 3. CACHE OCCUPANCY ANALYSES

We present how to compute the cache’s occupancy, which can be used to bound timing, using an inter-procedural data-flow analysis (iDFA) and a tailored stack cache analysis.

#### 3.1 Inter-procedural Data-flow Analysis

The domain of the iDFA approach are positive integer values in \( D = \{0, \ldots, |SC| \} \), where \( |SC| \) represents the stack

²Data that is larger than the stack cache or that is shared can be allocated on a shadow stack outside the stack cache.

cache’s size. Since both, the min. and the max. occupancy are needed, two analysis problems have to be defined. We will start with the max. occupancy. The analysis starts at the program entry, where the occupancy is assumed to be 0. It then propagates occupancy values along all execution paths, while considering the effect of the instructions along the path. Only the stack control instructions (see Section 2) can have an impact: (1) \( \text{ares} \) instructions increase occupancy by their argument \( k \), (2) \( \text{sens} \) instructions make sure that the occupancy is larger than \( k \), and (3) \( \text{sfree} \) instructions reduce the occupancy by \( k \). The resulting data-flow equation for an instruction \( i \) are given below:

\[
\text{OUT}_{\text{Occ}}(i) = \begin{cases} 
\min(\text{IN}_{\text{Occ}}(i) + k, |SC|) & \text{if } i = \text{ares } k \\
\max(\text{IN}_{\text{Occ}}(i), k) & \text{if } i = \text{sens } k \\
\max(0, \text{IN}_{\text{Occ}}(i) - k) & \text{if } i = \text{sfree } k \\
\text{IN}_{\text{Occ}}(i) & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases}
\]

The occupancy right before an instruction (due to control-flow joins) is derived by taking the maximum occupancy from any of its predecessors (\( \text{Preds} \)), except for the program’s entry. In the case of inter-procedural analysis, predecessors can also be calls or returns from other functions:

\[
\text{IN}_{\text{Occ}}(i) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } i = \text{entry}, \\
\max_{s \in \text{Preds}(i)}(\text{OUT}_{\text{Occ}}(s)) & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases}
\]

The data-flow equations to compute the min. occupancy are very similar. Only the max operator of the \( \text{IN}_{\text{Occ}}(i) \) equation needs to be replaced by the min operator. Context sensitivity can easily be ensured by adding context information to the data-flow equations of the respective instructions.

This model is also implemented and validated in Absint’s aiT timing analyzer tool [10].

#### 3.2 Stack Cache Analysis

The stack cache analysis (SCA) [4] relies on similar DFA analyses. However, instead of a single, large inter-procedural DFA, several smaller function-local analyses are used. The impact of other functions at function calls in these DFAs are modeled through minimum and maximum displacement values, which represent the min./max. amount of data potentially evicted from the stack cache during a function call. Displacement values are computed by performing shortest/longest path search on program’s call graph whose weights represent the reserved stack space \( k \). Complex context-sensitive analysis thus can be avoided.

The analysis is based on the observation that the occupancy at any instruction within a function can be computed from the occupancy at the function’s entry and the displacement of all the potential function calls on any path leading to the particular instruction. The min. occupancy thus can be computed by considering the initial min. occupancy and the max. displacement. Likewise, the min. displacement allows to derive the max. occupancy.

The program is thus analyzed in several steps. First, the min. and max. displacement of each function is computed using longest/shortest path searches on a weighted call graph. Next, local DFAs are performed to compute local lower and local upper bounds on the min. and max. occupancy within each function assuming a stack cache that is full at function entry. Finally, the concrete occupancy bounds are computed for each function considering the occupancy bounds at its respective callers and the previously computed bounds at its respective callers and the previously
computed local occupancy bounds. The final phase can deliver fully context-sensitive information, if so desired. This analysis was implemented and validated against runtime measurements in previous work [8].

4. EXPERIMENTS

We evaluated both approaches using the LLVM-based compiler framework of the Patmos processor [9], which comes with a stack cache and its associated control instructions. Benchmarks of the MiBench benchmark suite [3] were compiled using optimizations (-O2) and subsequently analyzed using both techniques, assuming a stack cache size of 256 byte, 4 byte cache blocks, and a contexts string length of 0. Figure 1 shows the percentage of functions where the occupancy bound at function entry of SCA was either greater, equal, or smaller than that computed by iDFA.

When considering max. occupancy, SCA is less precise when the delivered bound is greater, i.e., the lower portion of the first bar of each benchmark should be as small as possible. Indeed, these cases are rare (< 3% over all benchmarks), while SCA is often more precise (34% on average).

The situation is inverse when considering min. occupancy. Here, SCA is less precise when the delivered bounds is smaller. This would be represented by the upper portion of the second bar. However, this appears for one function of the three benchmarks tiff2bw, tiffdither, and tiffmedian respectively. SCA is usually even more precise (52% on average).

Figure 2 shows an example illustrating this situation. Assume that function A consists of one basic block and that function B is called before function D. Since B and C recursively call each other, their respective max. occupancy grows until they reach the stack cache size during the fixed-point computation of iDFA (unless unbounded call strings are used). The transfer functions for the return instructions then propagate the maximum to their respective callers, which leads to a max. occupancy that is close to the stack cache size right after the function call to C within B (and vice versa). A similarly high occupancy is propagated out of the recursion to the instruction succeeding the call from A to B. The high occupancy might actually occur within the recursion. However, the actual occupancy at this point is much lower. The overestimation is further propagated to function D. Resulting in overly conservative analysis results there, even when the context string length is not exceeded.

The problem of iDFA with long call chains is that calling contexts are no longer distinguished, i.e., all information is merged in a single calling context. The occupancy information computed for these regions is, as expected, rather pessimistic, leading to considerable overestimation of the max. occupancy. Even worse, the overly conservative occupancy level is propagated out of these merged calling contexts along control-flow edges of function returns. Recall that the meet operator for this analysis is the max operator. This means that the conservative max. occupancy bounds are even further propagated, way beyond the merged calling contexts that initially caused the imprecision. This particularly applies to recursive functions.

Example 1. Figure 2 shows an example illustrating this situation. Assume that function A consists of one basic block and that function B is called before function D. Since B and C recursively call each other, their respective max. occupancy grows until they reach the stack cache size during the fixed-point computation of iDFA (unless unbounded call strings are used). The transfer functions for the return instructions then propagate the maximum to their respective callers, which leads to a max. occupancy that is close to the stack cache size right after the function call to C within B (and vice versa). A similarly high occupancy is propagated out of the recursion to the instruction succeeding the call from A to B. The high occupancy might actually occur within the recursion. However, the actual occupancy at this point is much lower. The overestimation is further propagated to function D. Resulting in overly conservative analysis results there, even when the context string length is not exceeded.

Figure 1: Percentage of occupancy bounds (max./min) by SCA being (1) greater, (2) equal, or (3) smaller than iDFA.

Figure 2: Imprecision propagated out of recursive functions when computing max. occupancy with iDFA.

Patmos’ newlib C library contains (potentially) recursive functions in the start-up code of each program. iDFA thus assumes that the stack cache is filled up entirely before even reaching the program’s main function. Since the computed max. occupancy at main is considerably overestimated, imprecision is propagated throughout large portions of the considered benchmarks. An important observation here is that increasing the call string length will not help fixing this problem, as the precision limit will be reached before the end of the recursion (unless infinite call strings are used). The SCA approach does not face this problem. Instead of relying on the occupancy propagated outwards by the recursive functions, it simply relies on their displacement values. A possible fix for this problem for iDFA would be to memorize the occupancy level before each call. The occupancy propagated backwards from a return then always has to be smaller than the memorized value. However, the potentially large displacement of the called function is ignored, which may still lead to considerable overestimation.

A similar problem arises for non-recursive programs with deep call chains containing two subsequent function calls that eventually invoke the same function. iDFA then behaves similar to recursive programs as shown in Figure 3.

Example 2. Assume that, in this example, the function call from B to C appears before the call from B to D. Then, iDFA...
initially propagates an accurate occupancy level through the calls from \(A\) to \(B\) and finally to \(C\). At first, even the occupancy at \(D\) is computed correctly. However, due to the deep call chain leading up to \(C\), both calling contexts for \(D\) (originating from \(B\) or \(D\)) are merged. Due to the intermittent execution of \(D\) the occupancy is higher for this call chain. This increases the max. occupancy of \(C\). The increase is subsequently propagated out of \(C\) to both of its callers. This incidentally increases the occupancy after the call to \(C\) within \(B\). Which then again increases the occupancy at the following call to \(D\). This leads to a feedback loop similar to that seen for recursive functions in the previous example.

![Feedback Loop](image)

Figure 3: Feedback loop enforcing imprecision of non-recursive functions for iDFA computing max. occupancy.

Still, iDFA can be more precise than SCA (as shown by or results). This is explained by an underestimation of the min. displacement. As mentioned before, the min. displacement is obtained by performing a shortest path search on the program’s call graph. The path here represents nested function calls and its length the minimal amount of stack space required in the stack cache by the functions stack frames respectively. Now, consider a case where two leaf functions are called within a single basic block, i.e., when one function is called the other function is called too. In this case, the minimal path search will chose the function with the smaller stack frame to compute the min. displacement. However, since both functions are called, the actual min. displacement is determined by the larger stack frame. This situation can, of course, also appear in more general forms. The imprecise min. displacement ultimately leads to an underestimation of the max. occupancy observed in our experiments. However, this appears to be of minor importance in practice.

For min. occupancy iDFA appears to be even more imprecise. For one, this is explained by the fact that the max. displacement (in contrast to the min. displacement) can be computed precisely. SCA’s min. occupancy thus does not suffer from inherent imprecision. In addition, iDFA spreads imprecision as before in the presence of deep call chains. This may even lead to feedback loops in non-recursive programs as described before. Two observations are particularly interesting at this point. While the iDFA approach is amenable to improvements by memorizing the max. occupancy before calls, such a fix appears to be impossible here. The problem is that a lower bound cannot be established as easily for function calls when the min. occupancy is computed. Second, it appears that the precision could be improved using very long call strings (ignoring cases incurring recursion). This, however, leads to a paradox situation: the precise computation of the min. occupancy would then require high levels of context sensitivity in order to compute the worst-case filling at such instructions. The filling, however, only depends on the nesting of functions called right before the ensure and thus is by its nature context-insensitive. The SCA approach exploits precisely this property, and evidently achieves excellent results.

A Leaf functions do not call any other function.

5. CONCLUSION

We compared the precision of stack cache occupancy bounds computed by two different approaches. On the one hand, the iDFA approach, which models the problem as a traditional inter-procedural data-flow analysis. On the other hand, the SCA approach that splits the analysis problem into several smaller steps, using context-insensitive data-flow analyses along with longest/shortest path searches on the call graph. Our experiments revealed that iDFA suffers from imprecision in nearly all benchmarks of the MiBench benchmark suite. The lack of precision is due to chains of function calls, whose lengths exceed the analysis’ context string length (e.g., due to recursion). As a future work, we plan to compare the efficiency (i.e., computation complexity and required memory footprint) of iDFA and SCA.
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